ENTRANCE AND EXIT RAMP WEAVING SECTION MARKINGS

NOT TO SCALE - REFERENCE: MUTCD FIGURE 3B-10(E)

GENERAL NOTES

1. All ramps with a minimum roadway width of 20' shall receive from note edge line and yellow median line instead of the raised curb of note.

2. The edge and median line markings for freeway ramps shall be a minimum of 36" from centerline due to the face of curb of edge of pavement. Median line markings for all other ramps shall be a minimum of 30" from the curb or edge of pavement.

3. The minimum distance between the edge and median lines for ramps shall be 14'.

4. The median line on a ramp shall connect with the edge marking. The edge line shall connect with the median line. Edgeline to provide a continuous line.

5. See pavement marking plans or other project documents for project specific design requirements.

6. All dotted line edges for accelerating/decelerating lanes shall run the full length of each edge as shown on the project documents.

7. Yellow line shall be installed offset from the centerline as shown to match into the gore.

EXIT RAMPS WITH LANE DROP AT EXIT

LEGEND

(THREE LINES)

IN Thermoplastic

IF ASSOCIATED WITH A PARTIAL INTERCHANGE, MAY BE PAINTED.

COLOR INDICATES DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC ONLY.

ARROWS SHOWN ON THIS SHEET INDICATE DIRECTION OF TRAFFIC.

PAVEMENT MARKING STANDARD

DIVIDED HIGHWAY WEAVE/LANE DROP RAMP MARKINGS